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In 1931, a man calling himself Statesman appeared in the streets of Paragon City.  Claiming to have 

released his “Inner Will”, he waged a one-man war on crime and injustice in a city torn apart by 

depression and organized crime.  His cause was soon joined by others, and eventually the whole city 

rallied behind him and his team of superheroes.  Decades later those heroes would continue to inspire 

others to join in the fight in their own unique ways and make help to make Paragon City a safer place to 

be for everyone.  These are their stories... 

The private Security group known as Wyvern was supposedly 

created by Paragon City’s wealthiest families for protection 

and private investigation. 

 

In truth, they were a private army created by Justin Sinclair, 

otherwise known as the superhero Manticore, to do the things 

that the police and superhero groups couldn’t by law or 

ethics. 

 

For years, Wyvern had an uneasy relationship with the 

Freedom Corps, the hero support team created to aid the 

Freedom Phalanx.  But it was only a matter of time before 

that relationship would be put to the test... 

 

Tales from Paragon City #4 is created using original characters in the City of Heroes Multiplayer Online Roleplaying 

Game.  Copyright © 2004-2012 This story is an independent derivative work of the City of Heroes Game. All original rights 

are reserved by NCSoft and Paragon Studios. NCSoft, the interlocking NC logo, Paragon Studios, City of Heroes, City of 

Villains, and all associated logos and designs are trademarks or registered trademarks of NCSoft Corporation and Paragon 

Studios. Cryptic Studios is a trademark of Cryptic Studios, Inc. All other trademarks are property of their respective owners.  

Sin Stalker is the creation of Joseph Cohen. 
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Good afternoon Paragon 
City, I’m Robin Steed and 
this is PNN News for 
November 30th, 2005… 
 
Our top story… we are now 
twenty-nine days into the 
shipping blockade of the 
Rogue Isles imposed by the 
private group Wyvern.  For 
more information, let’s turn 
to our PNN Contributor, 
Monica Munroe… Monica? 

On an Island near Grandville…  

Voice of Monica Munroe - Atlantic ocean 

“Robin, for the twenty-ninth 
day, ships like this one have 
been forced to wait just 
outside of the territorial 
waters of the Rogue Isles.  
Forced to wait on orders of the 
private Army called Wyvern.” 

“Wyvern agents have boarded 
ships that tried to challenge 
their private blockade, seizing 
cargo they claim contain 
illegal weapons.” 

“According to Wyvern owner 
Delia Huntly, her company is 
merely enforcing already-
established United Nations 
resolutions.” 

“But privately, many 
Wyvern soldiers have 
said that their actions 
are in retaliation for 
the invasion of Paragon 
City by Arachnos earlier 
this year.”* 

(* See Top Cow Comic’s “City of Heroes” Issues 1-3) 
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Report. 

Storage Bay 
secured, Major, 
but the crates 
are not where we 
were told they 
should be. 

Talk to me, 
Lieutenant. 

We got the 
dockworkers, but 
there’s no sign of 
the Crey weapons. 
 
Oh, and Freddie is 
among our prisoners 
if you want to thank 
him for his tip. 

You lied to 
me, Freddie. 

N-No Major!  No, I 
swear it was here!  
Just before my shift 
someone came in and 
took the weapons. 

Wyvern Journal: Wyvern Journal: Wyvern Journal: Wyvern Journal: It was 

supposed to be a milk run. 

Get something stolen 

from us and bring it back. 

I really hate it when 

people let me down. 

I shouldn’t have had 

to even leave the sub. 
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How 
convenient.  
 
How about 
a name to 
go with the 
excuse?  

Tibellus.   
 
Arbiter Tibellus. 
 
He’s the one who 
came in and took 
all the weapons, 
I swear! 

This is the 
Major.  I want a 
full profile of 
Arbiter Tibellus 
ready for my 
viewing when I 
return to 
Paragon City. 

Jones, you 
know what we 
do to 
snitches 
that fail us? 

Yes, 
Major. 

N-no… 
please! 

Relax.  We’re just 
going to tie you 
up and make you 
watch Uwe Boll 
movies while we 
take off with all 
of the junk food.   
 
Do we start with 
his earlier 
German films? 

Are you kidding? 
 
Start with “Alone 
in the Dark” and 
then finish with 
the bootleg 
version of 
“Bloodrayne”…  
 
without the skin 
scene! 

I don’t know what 
will annoy Lord 
Recluse even worse… 
 
His dock workers 
caught watching 
bootleg movies? 
 
Or that we’re going 
to retake all of the 
munchies he stole 
when he retreated 
from Paragon City? 
 
I hear the latter is 
actually a death 
penalty offense. 

He’s kidding, right?   
 
I mean, Lord Recluse 
really is fond of his 
garlic chips. 
 
They’re still spraying 
off the walls from the 
last guy that forgot to 
stock up his snacks. 
 
Come on!  At least leave 
him one bag! 

I hate having to return to Paragon 

City empty-handed… but I have no 

other choice.   

 

This “Tibellus” needs to pay for 

ruining my recovery operation. 
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Atlas Park, Paragon City 

I don’t know 
why I’m even 
bothering 
to help you. 

That’s all you do 
nowadays, Cain. 
 
You call and 
demand things 
from me. 
 
You don’t even 
bother with the 
pretense of going 
on a date with me! 

Wyvern doesn’t have half 
the intel on all of the 
field arbiters as they 
should.  This “Arbiter 
Tibellus” isn’t even listed 
in our database. 

So you think that 
E.L.I.T.E.* should just 
fill in the gaps? 
 
I’m just getting that 
office started up 
and I’m already 
getting heat from 
the Freedom Corps 
just from my so-
called “relationship” 
with you! 

WHAT?  What’s 
that look for?  
 
I just asked 
you a question! 

What’s this note 
for “T. Bello” on 
last month’s 
Longbow report? 

*sigh…* 
 
My brother was 
right about you.  
 
You really don’t 
care about me, do 
you?  Only what I 
can give you, like 
Longbow files. 

I told you before 
that this bit with 
Wyvern and the 
blockade is 
important to me, 
and to the city!   
 
We’re kicking Lord 
Recluse where it 
hurts, which is 
something that 
Longbow doesn’t 
have the testicular 
fortitude to do 
because they’re 
being led by women! 

WHAT?  Susan, you’re 
being ridiculous!  
And your gimp 
brother is a moron! 

Okay, “Major”, here’s 
your last helpful hint 
from me… 
 
Tina Bello is a pop 
star from Bloody Bay.  
She’s here to do a 
charity concert for 
the victims of the 
Shivan Meteor attack.  
It’s probably a 
reference to when this 
“Tibellus” will be 
meeting here in 
Paragon city. 

So first you insult my 
family, and then you bring 
sexism into this? 
 
For the record, Rick Davies 
did more for this city as a 
hero than you ever will! 

(* E.L.I.T.E. - Enhanced Logistics for Insight 
and Tactical Excellence.  Federal agency 
for natural-based heroes.) 

Fortunately I have a 

friend in City Hall…  
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And they didn’t 
notice the 
similarities in 
the name?   
 
Stupid, stupid, 
STUPID! 
 
Listen, Suze, I 
really appreci-  

Save it, 
Cain. 

That’s the last time I’m 
sharing anything with 
you.  A room, a drink… 
anything.  Even the time 
of day if I can help it! 
 
You don’t even dress 
like a normal person 
anymore!  You’ve really 
let the whole Mercenary 
rogue agent thing go 
right to your head! 

I’m trying to fight a war, 
Suze… why can’t you 
understand that? 
 
I know most people here 
want to pretend that 
Recluse didn’t take over 
this city a few months back, 
but he did!  He did, and we 
have to hit him back for it. 
 
And I’M doing that!  Not 
your brother, not the 
Freedom Phalanx, and 
certainly not Longbow! 

If it means stepping on 
some toes… if it means 
breaking some rules… if 
it means starving some 
babies… then so be it. 
 
You used to understand 
that.  Why can’t you now? 

Because you’re 
supposed to be 
better than that. 
 
You USED to be 
better than that. 
 
Now all I see is 
some bitter merc 
looking for 
brownie points. 

Goodbye 
Cain. 
 
And don’t 
ever call 
me again. 

*Sniff..* 
D@mn stupid 
ditz…  

Correction: I had a friend 

in City Hall…  

Good luck getting the file 

back from me as well! 

A female Arbiter?  

That’s a switch! 
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A few blocks away…  

The city is a fraud.  Half the 

buildings are still closed. 

This “Quick 

Loan” office 

is one of the 

suspected 

Arachnos 

hideouts. 

Time for me 

to “FDIC” this 

little spider-

and-loan biz. 

It turns out Wyvern is not the 

only group that is “freelancing” 

the troops in the field. 

This Arachnos trooper 

looks less like a soldier 

and more like a dentist.  

I wonder if Lord Recluse even knows 

what this “Arbiter Tibellus” is 

doing here in Paragon City. 

What 
the… ? 

Huh? 
Who? 

This Kevlar-5 stuff stings!  Why 

can’t they just let us use guns? 
He’s Wyvern!  
Shoot him! 

Although… female Arbiter… I 

guess I should expect her to be 

a fashionista with the troops. 
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Seems I’m not the only one 

looking into this operation. 

So you got 
a name? 

Guess he 
ain’t got one. 

Wait… 
what’s that? 

Shoot him!  
Shoot HIM! 

Still… it does help having a 

few trick arrows around. 

*Unnh!* 

So, you really 
got a name?  Or 
are you just 
going to glare 
at me as well? 

..nnh.. Sin Stalker.  
 
You’re with Wyvern, but 
that’s not standard 
attire.  My guess is 
you’re normally on the 
“blockade”. 

I don’t care for these street 

vigilantes.  My kid brother thinks 

they’re the neatest things in the 

world.  I just don’t see the appeal.   

 

Still… I’ll take all the help I can 

find right now.  Even from capes. 
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The name is 
Cain, but folks 
just call me 
“The Major”.  I’m 
hunting down 
an Arachnos 
Arbiter named 
Tibellus. Ever 
hear of her? 

No. 
 
Was going through 
old haunts of one of 
my enemies when I saw 
these new Arachnos 
soldiers.   
 
They said they were 
“diplomatic” guards. 

Heh… no such 
thing in my book.   
 
Looks like we’re 
covering the same 
ground right now.  
Want to at least 
see it through? 

For 
now. 

Take the 
lead. 

*UGH!* 

YOU STUPID 
$#!T!   
 
I hate getting 
shot like that! 

Note: Kevlar-5 material only 

protects you from the 

bullet.  ITITITIT DOESDOESDOESDOES NOTNOTNOTNOT protect 

you from the impact! 

 

Now you know why that cape 

wanted me to lead. 

Okay Sin 
here’s…  

Oh frag 
me! 

You!  What are 
you… AARRGGHH! 
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He’s good.  Better than I 

expected. For a cape. 

I don’t 
suppose 
any 
talked? 

No.  No 
sign of 
their 
boss. 

He’s running on 

automatic. 

It makes me wonder 

how he could have 

gotten caught in the 

first place. 

Or if he LET himself 

get caught just to see 

who else was here. 

Unfortunately he’s not helping me 

find this Arbiter.  I need someone 

awake to answer my questions. 

I need someone to tell me where 

Tibellus is before she does 

whatever it is she needed those 

Crey weapons for. 

Wait…  

No, it’s 
nothing. 

Jackpot! 

My guards say it’s 
some wandering 
hero team. 

And what about the 
rendezvous?  Are we 
still good for 
after the concert? 

The voice sounds effeminate 

enough.  Short, skinny,    

 

Certainly someone who wanted 

to hide their gender as an 

Arbiter would act like this.  
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Absolutely!  I have waited 
a long time to do this, 
and I’m certainly not 
going to have second 
thoughts about it now. 
 
After tonight’s concert, 
Paragon City will see the 
Rogue Isles in a whole 
new light. 

Excellent!  I can’t 
wait until then! 
 
Stay hidden and 
don’t get caught!  
You’re the real VIP 
in this city now. 

Arbiter!  They’ve 
seen us!  You 
have to go! 

Not so fast, 
tibellus.  Wyvern is 
taking you down. 

I don’t think 
so.  Boys… 
make him hurt. 

YAAAAAAA!!!! 

They didn’t kill me. 

They should have, 

but they didn’t. 

No kill-shots. They 
all hit his Kevlar, 
so the medical 
teleporter won’t 
take him away. 

Are you sure he 
said was with 
Wyvern?  He doesn’t 
dress like them. 

Are you kidding?  
That’s the Major!  
He’s probably 
still pissed about 
the Crey weapons. 

Doesn’t matter.  After 
tonight he won’t matter.  
Just do your jobs and 
keep me safe until after 
the concert... 

Major?  Major?  It’s 
Sin Stalker… nnnh… 
still alive but you’re 
going to hurt... 

I’m going to make tibellus 

regret that mistake. 
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The concert in 

atlas Plaza… 

Where Tibellus will 

parade around 

unmasked as a pop star 

named Tina Bello…  

That’s when I’ll make 

Tibellus  pay for 

hurting me… again! 

Thank you 
Paragon City! 
 
You’re all 
wonderful!  
You really are! 

And I want to 
thank all of you 
who have 
contributed to a 
cause that 
means so much 
to me. 
 
No matter where 
I go, Bloody Bay 
has always been 
my home. 

Which is why I 
couldn’t just sit 
back and watch 
as a tragedy that 
hit my home like 
it did just sit 
and fester 
because of some 
petty squabbling 
between Paragon 
City and the 
rogue Isles. 

And so tonight’s 
concert will be 
special not only 
for the people 
of Bloody Bay 
but also for the 
rest of Paragon 
City. 
 
Tonight, the 
animosity ends. 

I’d like to have my 
assistants bring out 
the special present I 
have for…  

BREAKING NEWS POP STAR KILLED 

“OHMIGAWD did you see that?  
She’s down!  Tina Bello was 
just killed with an arrow!” 

“Ladies and Gentlemen, our 
live coverage of the charity 
concert has just become a 
tragedy as someone just 
killed pop star Tina Bello!” 

“And… is that?  Yes, it appears 
that it was a wyvern arrow!” 

“We’re awaiting confirmation 
but… it seems that Freedom Corps 
may have located the assassin 
that fired that arrow.!” 
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Back down, 
Push Pins, 
I just took 
down your 
boss! 

The hell 
you did! 

You killed 
his twin 
sister! 

What? 

DON’T MOVE! 
YOU’RE UNDER ARREST! You said we 

have 
Diplomatic 
Immunity! 

Then lower 
your guns 
and back 
down! 

No, no, NO!  It 
can’t be right!  
Tibellus was a 
woman!  I saw her! 

I need to 
figure 
this out! 

YOU KILLED 
MY SISTER! 

Wait… 
no… that 
can’t be…  

*Unnh!* 

NO!  *Uunh!*  
WAIT!  *Ow!* 
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I woke up in a police 

jail cell.  My devices 

were gone.  My links 

were severed. 

I screwed up. 

Get up, killer!   
 
Your Commanding 
Officer wants a 
word with you! 

I don’t know how 

I screwed up.  

Everything 

seemed right. 

But… how? 

You don’t even know 
how far in it you put 
us in, “Major”.   
 
You better have a good 
reason why I shouldn’t 
just turn you over to 
the Freedom Corps. 

Colonel Reese, she’s Delia Huntley’s 

second-in-command.  Normally a 

paper-pusher, but apparently 

someone loaned her a spine. 

ma’am, I was acting on 
the intel I got from 
Longbow’s files.   
 
Everything in those files 
said that Arbiter 
Tibellus and Tina Bello 
were one and the same.  I 
even saw Arbiter Tibellus 
in the Arachnos hideout 
and she… he... looked like 
a woman in disguise. 

Had you gotten the files from 
longbow, you would have known 
that Arbiter Tibellus and Tina 
Bello were fraternal twins, and 
she was in the process of 
bringing her brother over to 
OUR side! 
 
Those crey weapons he was 
bringing from the Isles were 
meant to be proof of his trust. 

But you didn’t get those files FROM 
Longbow, did you?  No, you got them 
from your ex-girlfriend at E.L.I.T.e. 

Simply put… 
 
You murdered an 
innocent woman in 
front of the media 
and ruined the 
biggest diplomatic 
gain since the Rikti 
Invasion! 

But that ended when 
you brought it here 
to Paragon City. 
 
And as much as I 
would like to turn 
you over to the 
police or to the 
Freedom Corps, your 
trial would be a 
media spectacle that 
would destroy 
Wyvern completely. 

We’ve tolerated your 
little “freelancing” 
up until this point 
because you kept it 
on the blockade. 

Get out of my 
sight, Cain.  Get 
back to your cell 
before I shoot 
you on the spot! 

If you father 
knew what you 
were doing he’d 
keel over. 

I really hope that 
you didn’t bother 
to contact anyone 
else to let you 
know that you were 
in Paragon City. 
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I’m Justin 
Sinclair*.  I’m 
the one that 
actually 
owns Wyvern. 

Do you know 
who I am, 
mister? 

(* Also known as the hero Manticore) 

But before she 
does, I want you 
to understand 
and retain the 
consequences of 
your actions. 

I’m telling you this 
because I have a 
“friend” that will be 
erasing everything 
in your head that is 
security-sensitive. 

For years I’ve been 
warning Delia that 
wyvern can’t act like the 
Malta group or the Sky 
Raiders or the Knives of 
Artemis.  That there was 
a line that had to be 
kept no matter what. 
 
You crossed that line 
on behalf of Wyvern.  
And you did it for the 
whole world to see. 

Now Paragon City, the 
Justice Department, 
hell, even Vanguard 
has come out of 
seclusion to want the 
group’s collective 
head on a platter. 
 
But right now they’ll 
settle for Wyvern 
being banned from 
operating inside the 
United States. 

That leaves us with the 
problem of what to do 
with you after we wipe 
your mind of all that 
sensitive information. 
 
Colonel Reese was 
right in that putting 
you on trial and going 
to prison would also 
destroy Wyvern through 
the media exposure. 

And we can’t 
resort to 
killing you or 
having you 
killed… as 
tempting as 
it may be right 
about now. 

And know this: if you ever 
return to Paragon City, you 
will be hunted down and tried 
for murder.  You would be 
considered Public Enemy 
Number One, even higher than 
Lord Recluse or nemesis. 
 
In fact, I’ll hunt you down 
myself if I hear you’ve even 
came close to our shores. 

So we’re going to arrange 
for you to “escape”. 
 
You’re going to be turned over 
to the police, and then we’re 
going to have you “liberated” 
and then leave you in the one 
place that you hate being in. 
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Excuse me… 
Sue Davies? 

A few days later…  
Yes… I… 
 
No… oh no 
no no... 

You probably 
don’t know me, 
but my brother 
kept on talking 
about you every 
time he came to 
visit. 

In fact you can 
call me… 

You know, I’ve 
always wanted to 
work here… it’s been 
a lifelong dream to 
be a superhero in 
Paragon City! 

Why me? 
 
Why? 

Mercy Island - Rogue Isles 

One minute I was talking 

to some strangers, and 

then I was swimming to 

shore, stripped of 

everything except the 

clothes on my back. 

I’m going to make them 

regret doing this to me. 

I’ve been trying to write 

down as much as I know of 

the events that brought 

me here… because I know 

that I can’t just trust my 

memories anymore. 

First Arachnos, then Wyvern, 

and then Paragon City. 

And now I don’t have to 

worry about rules or 

limitations.  No more 

bows and arrows.  No 

more taking shots to 

the kevlar.  

I’m going to make sure 

that nobody ever forgets 

the name... 

And thus a YouTube 

star is born…  
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I’m  YouTube sensation 

Hi everyone! 

I hope  you’ve 
enjoyed reading 
all about the 
secret origins 
of my brother. 

Truth be told, though, 
I never knew half the 
things that he did, so 
this was an eye-
opening experience 
for me as well. 

Well you’re not the only 
one wondering about 
that.  I’ve been asking 
about that as well. 

You’re probably 
wondering why I haven’t 
done any new YouTube 
videos of late, right? 

You see, I was 
supposed to be doing a 
few more of these 
public service videos 
to pay off my debt to 
City hall for that 
hamidon goo incident. 

Yeah, that one… it was 
a really nasty mess. 

I don’t even remember 
how I did all that. 

Noble Champions Base 

City Hall - way back when…  
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Anyway, one day in 2011 I show up at 
City Hall and Ms. Moreira… you 
know, the city Representative… she 
tells me that they don’t have any 
more work for me to do, and that 
somehow my community service 
debt has been satisfied. 

Who knew, right? 

That’s what I 
said too! 

So I check in with 
Thunderwrath, the 
leader of the 
Noble Champions 
supergroup. 

And he said…  

Look, I don’t have 
anything for you 
right now. 

Why don’t you call 
up your contacts 
for some new 
missions? 

Which is weird, 
because, like, I’m 
the only hero that 
doesn’t have any 
kind of mission 
or contacts. 

Never figured out 
the Police Radio 
thing either. 

Anyway, while we’re here, 
maybe we can go over 
some questions you’ve 
sent me since the last 
YouTube video…  

… which was in 2011. 

Okay… spam… spam… spam… 

I thought there was 
supposed to be a filter 
for these things. 

Oh, Awesome sauce!  I 
just got a new email!  
Well this goes to the 
head of the list. 
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Hey Captain, 

I seem to recall there was a thing about “The Major” in another 
comic already.  City of Something-something-something... 

So, are you recycling old stuff or what? 

Oh, and what happened with your own comic thing that you said was 
coming up?  Remember that? 

        - Jes Curious 

That’s a really 
good question. 

Let me check on 
that comic thing…  

Hi… can I speak with Saul, 
please? 

Rubenstein. Saul Rubenstein. 

Yes, tell him it’s Captain 
Catastrophe. 

Yes, I’ll wait. 

While I’m on hold, I should 
point out that the first half of 
my brother’s origin story WAS 
originally published in the 
“city of Comic Creators 
Compendium” Issue #6 earlier 
this year. 

We were waiting for the next 
issue to do the second half, 
but then we got this call and… 

Yes, I’m waiting for Saul. 

Saul!  It’s Captain 
Catastrophe! 

No… no, not Ascendant.  
Captain Catastrophe! 

Yeah, the… the team-killer… the 
guy… the guy from the goo thing. 

No I don’t know where your 
pants are!  Why are you 
asking me where your…  

I’m calling about the 
comic series. 

You know, my own story 
in “Tales from Paragon 
City”? 

You promised this 
almost two years ago! 

Yes, you were the one 
that sprung it on me! 
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Look, I know there have 
been some delays with 
my brother’s story.   

It was actually done 
two years ago but they 
never published it until 
this year. 

But that still doesn’t 
explain why we’ve gotten 
nowhere with my own story. 

You know, where we go over 
the whole goo incident and 
find out who was really 
responsible for…  

Saul?  Why are you crying? 

No, I’m not mad at you 
Saul. 

No, I don’t know where 
your pants are either. 

I don’t think that’s 
something that I should…  

Okay, okay… 

Saul… Okay, I’ll be 
right here. 

Call me back, okay? 

Okay…  

Okay, Saul will be calling 
me back. 

I guess he’s really broken 
up about something. 

Plus I think he’s kind of losing it.  
Keeps on calling me “Ascendant”. 

Anyway, while I’m waiting, 
how about we go through 
some more questions you 
guys may have. 

Let’s see If there is 
anything…  

Oh, hey, here’s something 
from my friends in 
Paragon Studios! 

I haven’t heard from them 
in a while.  I wonder what 
they’re up to? 
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Although it is one of the toughest decisions we’ve had to 
make, we will close City of Heroes® on November 30, 2012, 
and conclude this wonderful chapter in our history. 

We thank you for being with us every step of the way, for 
sharing our challenges, and for encouraging us to 
consistently improve City of Heroes.  We couldn’t have done 
it without you. 

The development team enjoyed crafting City of Heroes into 
such a beloved game, and we hope you will focus on the 
good things you remember about playing rather than dwelling 
on the “how” and they “why” of this decision. 

 

Thank you for supporting City of Heroes! 

 - The City of Heroes Team 

Wait, wait, wait! 

CLOSING?!? 
That can’t be right! 

How can they close… US? 

What happened to that next 
release that was supposed 
to come out about 
customized travel powers? 

What about Praetoria after 
Emperor Cole falls? 

What about that 
weird teaser pic 
with Marauder 
standing in Atlas 
Park where Ms. 
Liberty normally 
stands? 

WHAT ABOUT MY 
COMIC BOOK 
ISSUE?!?! 

(Based on the actual 
email from NCSoft 
and Paragon Studios) 
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Yes… I see. 

No, no, I just saw the email. 

Please give my best to his 
family, okay?  Thanks. 

This is Captain 
Catastrophe…  

Sorry… my agent had a 
heart attack. 

Plus his secretary said 
that he wasn’t wearing 
any pants and was 
muttering something 
about eating Xenonite. 

So… I guess this is it. 

Hey, at least I’m in 
this comic, right? 

Plus I guess 
this means that 
Mangablader 
will finally go 
out with me 
since it is the 
proverbial “end 
of the world”! 

I’d… r-rather… 
stay… herrrre…
and frrreezeee… 
my… blades off! 

From all the heroes whose 
stories were told here… 

KDave in Issue #1… 

Midnight Paladin in Issue 
#2…  

Qwa in Issue #3… Hey I wonder if 
she’s single? 

And of course my brother and 
I in this issue… Oh, and for Sin 
Stalker too.  Thanks for being in this 
one! 

And from Mangablader and 
Thunderwrath, who also 
agreed to be here... 

Simply put… 

THANK YOU! 

Thank you all…  

And good night Paragon 

City!  

- David 2 (aka Battlerock X) 

Pocket D Ski Chalet 
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